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The world is about to experience a shift unlike anything ever seen before.
We have a window of unpresedented freedom to decide the next leap of our destiny.
It is a doorway into awakening our potential for greater health, energy, purpose, freedom, transformation
and creativity.
The planet is a whole system that is constantly transitioning from one phase to the next. Our problems
drive evolution to shift. Our breakthroughs are moments of this transformation. They reveal the emerging
leap of culture. Our social evolution will depend on the innovation and intelligent design embedded into a
blueprint for a positive future. There is dysfunction and breakdown at the end of every evolutionary cycle
before there is a greater leap of growth and renewal. Problems and crisis are opportunities. They become
evolutionary igniters of innovation and greater transformation. Since the nature of nature is to transform,
change is the only constant in life.
GOD is a human term for Divine Intelligence.
This intelligence wants to blossom and thrive though us and as us.
It’s the love intelligence that wants to be revealed and expressed through abundance, beauty and joy.
It seeks to manifest through a diversity of life forms.
Its riches and beauty are waiting to be manifested by us.
Poverty is created by humans when we are separated from the Creator - Source - Intelligence
Limitation is a human belief emerging out of fear and a disconnection to all that is.
Reality is based on the intention of our thoughts, not the material worlds built before you.
We are free to wake up to this abundantly overflowing reality.
We are always free.
It is time to leap out of these dying human suits of limitation and separation and become one with the
infinite source of all creation!

In the beginning...

All was One.
Everything was known.

And it was all energy
waiting to manifest.

One Source of Creation.
One Seed of Evolution.

You begin to dance with the ever changing energies of life
You allow
Allowing the ebb and flow to take you to the next place
This is the definition of abundance
To allow all of life in (without the need of control)
is not to discover something new...
but to discover something that never left
The slow and deep breath
The immortal infinite eternal love that never dies
This is the source of all human desire
To return to harmony
Realize this and you will have the Keys to your Kingdom

You are unique
And that is beauty
Your sense of you is now free

All SPACE is ENERGY
Don’t let your mind keep you from this ocean of awareness.
This VAST space.
An ocean of energy that is all LOVE
It is all giving
Are you receiving?
Are you listening?
Are you allowing?
Or are you too busy “doing” and trying to achieve it.
Achieve what? A human conviction? A human concept?
This is the grand illusion.
Look deeper and allow the source of all intelligence to teach you how to be
Relax into the simplicity of stillness
For this is wealth and abundance
and it will lead to health and happiness.
To embody higher states of being, but remain in the physical body.
To perceive all dimensions, yet live simple in the eternal now of human life.

Humanity is in the birth canal of consciousness. The wheels of global evolution & destiny are spiraling in and thru this magnificent planet. Many new visionary solutions are
being implemented all over, even if they are not yet very visible on the outside. People
are snapping out of our old cultural, religious, empirical trances and awakening to the
truth of our human potential.

Our emotional reactions set the stage for drawing our life experiences to us.
We are the artists
the actors
the director
the orchestra’s conductor
And the computer programmer
We create all of it - in our heads and in our hearts.

Elevate yourself to the infinite heights of creativity
so you can integrate ourselves into the web of creation.

I want to give so others can have opportunities to receive
I want to spend money so that others are taken care of.
I want to give and radiate like the infinite energy of the sun
I want to bring down the power of lightning
into the electromagnetic receiver of my heart
and blast it out so that everyone is alive with the energy of the One
I want to become so good at visualizing that I can manifest anything
and then give it all away so others can feel taken care of
so others can feel the infinite abundance of our endless resources.
To give and give like the fruit trees of nature
To hold all of the plenty within the seed of my heart
To nourish it and let it grow under the radiant sun
feeding the entire world with the fruits of God’s desire for us all to be
successful - radiating like the central sun in the heart of the cosmos
I want to let it in and then let it out in all of its glory

Power of Creation
Becoming
Emerging
Innovation
Transforming
Alchemical Metamorphosis
Greater Freedom
Unlimited Potential
Peak Performance
Evolutionary Leaps
A Shift in Consciousness

The Nature of the Universe
is to evolve its consciousness
throughout all life forms

We CREATE a FAMILY of LOVE
in our HEART’S IMAGINATION
The JEWEL of our SOUL
Our window to INFINITY
The MOTHER of ETERNAL LOVE
The FATHER of ENDURING STRENGTH
A FAMILY of INTERCONNECTED SOULS

26,000 years of archetypes
playing out a drama of

evolution and preparation.
The events all coalesce.
The stage is set.

The choice is ours.

The Cosmos is watching and waiting.
Laughing and playing.

All of the systems that make up the great illusion (Maya or Matrix)
begin to buckle, then collapse.
Are you rooted in the center.
Unshakable.

Awakening to your authentic self,
you discover your true self,

and you express it as your uniqueness.

You reveal the infinite by tapping into the power of You
as a Creator.

This gives birth to innovation, health, success, and profound joy.
It makes communities whole and thriving.

It feeds you, nourishes, you and inspires you
It is the river returning to the ocean.
It is the One returning to its source.

A Creation Manifesto
Remove the armor of the enemy created within.
Unveil the Lover inside the flesh.
Love is Creation.
Creation is an endless stream of potential,
all that you see around you
(that appears to be stagnant and solid) is an illusion.
It is not stagnant and solid, it is fluid and energetic,
moving at lightning speed throughout the Cosmos.
The science of evolutionary creation is mapped
in our hearts, minds and body.
It is one unified system,
just like the entire universe.
A new world is emerging at lightning speed,
and some of us will do better than
others adapting to it.
Surviving and thriving in changing times
is about understanding that the future isn’t
something that just happens to you,
but something that you create.
It feels to me like this energy is here to stay.
It can be fully embraced and embodied,
lived moment to moment,
felt in the heart,
brought forth from the soul.

The origin of the Universe
The face of God
The quantum nature of reality
The genetic code underlying all life
The energy captivated inside the atom
The neural pathways that form consciousness
All energy is Vibration

Spirit takes on form

Feeling stuck?

Make a choice.

Just decide and feel alive by this impulse
What’s it going to be?

Who are you going to become?
Why are you waiting?

How you’re going to do it is less important then making a choice.
To live in fear or in love.

Just decide and then the universe will move aside like water and serve you.
Your vision will be herd by the universal intelligence and it will guide you,
feed you and protect you.

Your success and happiness is what the Universe lives for.

Its true nature is divine love and we are all of its children and students.

We feel into our hearts
Changing the field of the spinning atoms that make up life
We tune into the vibration
We alter our physical reality
We shift the structures
The nature of the physical body
A biological super-computer ready to be reprogrammed
for ultimate potential and performance
To merge with our human nature that is evolving into pure consciousness
As we observe, we create
We seek to find the edge of the universe
We expect to find the limits one day
But we will never find the walls of infinity
So we release into not knowing
and we return to the heightened feeling in each moment
The journey becomes the destination

Awareness
Perspective
Vibration
Alignment
Beliefs
Decision
Feeling the emotion
Taking action

The power to create your reality
Yes, you are a Creator

Awakening to your authentic self,
you discover your true self,

and you express it as your uniqueness.

You reveal the infinite by tapping into the power of You
as a Creator.

This gives birth to innovation, health, success, and profound joy.
It makes communities whole and thriving.

It feeds you, nourishes, you and inspires you
It is the river returning to the ocean.
It is the One returning to its source.

Invest in your basic life currency – your time & your energy and this will allow you to grow your wealth.
To live in abundance is to be fully alive,
free of any sense of lack
or desperation
or separation
Therefore, the art of abundance is not the art of making money,
but the art of knowing how to live.
When you can live in high vibrational consistency,
then you can attract the energy of money and success through
aligning your best intentions.
But this is still a game of Mastery.
For now you are the King/Queen of your Kingdom
and you have the responsibility of serving all of humanity with
compassion and unconditional love.

Our natural human complexity implies to evolve
along with its brilliance locked away for eons,
creating a leap of action.
A creative spark in the machine
A new world is born based on our ecstatic revelations.
From the songs of the whales to the language of the stars,
we dance in ecstasy.
Everyone is a divine expression of the cosmic intelligence
governing the universe.
We rejoice at the opportunity to be a voice for the
collective emergence of humanity as a co-creative, universal species.
The Universe, the Cosmos, God, the Energy behind all creation...
The Divine is in our cells, our DNA and our hearts.
For this we are thankful.

Becoming Aware of our Conscious Evolution as Co-Creators with infinite nature.
Since the beginning, everything in our universe is connected to everything else.
In our world of humanity, our experiences are also weaved into a unified field.
Our days of separation from this, are dissolving. We are remembering.
Once a particle in the field of infinite energy is created or unified, it remains
connected forever no matter how far physically it is split apart.
Consciousness is energy.
Human consciousness is awareness.
The act of focusing our consciousness is an act of creation.
Consciousness creates! Our intention ignites the movement.
Our feelings overcome our old beliefs and put the energy in motion towards
what we are focusing on.
The focus of our awareness becomes the reality of our world.

If we explore the magic and the mystery of our body,
we discover that in its growth from a single cell to a symphony
of activities .
It is guided by an inner intelligence that mirrors the wisdom of
the universe.
It’s the same intelligence that is within the cells of a spider that
allows the creation of a perfect web.
Its the same intelligence in the imaginal cells that is seen in the
metamorphosis of a caterpillar to a butterfly.
Our bodies can do 1001 things at once from fighting off germs
to attracting the perfect lover
Only if we give it the freedom to feel, explore and allow.
Let creation live as YOU

Our universe is a hologram of consciousness
that reveals itself in templates of sacred
geometry. A dramatic change in our lives is
mirrored everywhere in our world.
From the smallest particle to the deepest
depths of the ocean,
the soul print forms within the blueprint of
our architect’s dream.

We must become in our lives the things that we choose to
experience as our world.

It is by living this new reality that the world is shaped around us.
It is in this moment of decision that our future is shaped
and our destiny is revealed.

The Designer of your Destiny

The technology of visualization

Merge with the divine universal intelligence
Activate your inner genius

Unlock your creative potential

Transforming your life into a work of art

Finding your life purpose - your Soul Print

Align with the patterns of creation and evolution

Developing a blueprint for the reconstruction of your personal reality
Let go of limiting beliefs

Become fully conscious of your personal evolution:
innovation
awareness

transformation
freedom

